Streamline Construction Administration with Document Workflows

Built specifically for the construction industry, Doc Express is a document management platform that allows agencies to advance, route, and sign contracts online. By pairing Doc Express with Appia for construction administration and inspection, agencies can easily keep stakeholders informed and move projects forward faster.

Unlike other document management services, Doc Express is built specifically for our industry, so it has all the features we need to get our contracts finalized quickly. One of the biggest advantages is the configurable document workflow. Having all of our documents electronically stored and moving through a succinct workflow has been a boon to productivity.

Wes Musgrove, P.E. Iowa DOT

Appia + Doc Express solve common problems found in offline or disparate systems:

- Contract documents can be routed and processed with preset, automatic workflows
- Stakeholders can access real-time project data and document statuses
- Clear audit trails in both systems make maintaining compliance easy
- Digital and Electronic Signatures expedite change orders and certifications
- Filter and search capabilities allow for easy document location and review

Built for Teams to Thrive

Owners
Informed and protected

Inspectors
Empowered and productive

Project Stakeholders
Always up-to-date

Engineering Consultants
Efficient, accurate, in control

“Unlike other document management services, Doc Express is built specifically for our industry, so it has all the features we need to get our contracts finalized quickly. One of the biggest advantages is the configurable document workflow. Having all of our documents electronically stored and moving through a succinct workflow has been a boon to productivity.”
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For more information, contact us at support@docexpress.com
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